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Mexico is screaming about what the New York Times calls "a travel boycott
organized by Jewish groups in the United States."

~ ~.Organized

Boycott" is a misleading phrase to use in this situation.

One

country can indeed boycott another country by refusing to let anyone buy
from or sell to that country.
sound.

In that case

But when you apply the term

11

11

boycott" has a properly coercive

boycott" to voluntary consumer practiees,

that's quite a different matter.

By and large, peopJ..e buy or don 1 t buy according to the information "they have,
not according to any directive.

If you say "Store X uses

horse~eat

in its

hamburgers,;~· : you dqri.• t hl7ve. t·~ adq, ":Boycott th~',.hamburgers in Store X."
if you say i;~ Jews:

And

"Countz.:y X has voted for 8.11 anti ... Semi tic res-ol ution, "you

don't have to add, "Boycott Country X."

Anyone not impressed with the in-

formation will not abide by the directive.

And anyone impressed with the in-

formation doesn't need the directive.

The fact that Mexico itself "organized" this travel boycott by voting for the
dangerous U.N • . resolution.

The Jewish organizations, of course, pointed out

to their constituents how Mexico -- and other countries -- had behaved.
mass media did the same.

The

Jewish organizations do not have the ability to

dictate to their constituents where they can or cannot travel.

Most Jews and many other Americans were so outraged by Mexico's cynical action
that they felt that they

cou~d

not happily gambol in that country at this time.

(2)

There have been many thousands of cancellations already.

Several large

trade associations, whose members felt the same way, have cancelled conventions.
(Bnai Brith and the American Jewish Congress, of course, felt that they should
not sponsor tours to Mexico).

This response is clearly hurting Mexico ' s tourist industry.

More than 80 per

cent of the 3 million foreign visitors to Mexico each year are American.

It

is estimated that Mexico could lose about 20 per cent of that business -- and
that ' s a deaaly loss for any industry.

Former Mexican president Alamein is

now running around the United States and Canada, trying to talk with Jewish
communitites and c onvince them of the errors of their way .

But what is he

going to say?

It is true that Jewish organiztions can also point out information which would,
insome cases, argue against personal instincts for boycott.
the center of world anti-Semjtism today, is an example.

The Soviet Union,

You don't normally

feel comfortable in a country which officially expresses contempt for you.

But

in this case it is important for American Jewish travellers to go to the Soviet
Union to make contact with and express support for the embattled Soviet Jews.

Mexican spokesmen are trying to invoke special factors there, too.
to the fact that Mexico has been relatively open to Jewish refugees.
they ask:

They point
Therefore,

among 72 nations, why pick on us?

Weal, a lot of Americans don ' t normally travel to Mauritania, and therefore a
lot of travel cancellations were not possible .
civilized country .

And, sure, Mexico is a relatively

But if one is outraged by the barbaric action of barbaric

countries, one can be even more outraged and frightened by the barbaric action
of civilized countries .

(3)

The point is that voting for that U.N. resolution was not a casual act.
was not just another piece of Middle East politics.
in the

It was another step

attempt to make the Protocols of the Elders of Zion a legal

national document .

It

inter~

If a presumably enlightened nation is willing to play

politics- as-usual with such a possibility, then it should expect people
to recoil with horror.
thousands .

And that is exactly what has been ahppening , by the

